PRETTY PRAIRIE MIDDLE SCHOOL
CONSUMABLE ITEMS LIST  20162017 SCHOOL YEAR
Students are responsible for their school supplies. The following is the list of supplies
needed at the beginning of school:
FIFTH GRADE: wideline notebook paper (loose leaf), 1 composition (nonspiral)
notebook, 1 spiral w/graph paper, (1) 3ring binder (1.5 inch), 8 index colored dividers
for binder, good quality pointed scissors, 12" nonflexible ruler w/metric side, #2 pencils
or eversharps, eraser, 1 red ballpoint pen, glue or glue stick, colored pencils (12 count or
more), box of fine Crayola Classic Colors markers (8 count only), school box (6" x 12"
please!), box of tissue, school bag, inexpensive earbuds w/mic & stylus.
SIXTH GRADE: wide or narrow line notebook paper (loose leaf) or 1 spiral notebook
paper, 1 spiral graph paper notebook, school box (any size), 1 3ring binder or trapper
keeper, dividers for binder, 12" ruler w/metric side, 6" or larger scissors (good quality),
erasers, pencils #2 and/or mechanical, glue stick or bottle of glue, crayons or colored
pencils, box of 8 markers, calculator, 1 red pen, 1 highlighter (any color), 2 boxes of
tissue, school bag, headphones, dry erase marker (any color).
SEVENTH & EIGHTH GRADE: 3 boxes tissue, 4 pkgs. 200 sheet filler paper, 3ring
binder, 2 composition books—not perferated, box of fine Crayola Classic Colors
markers (8 count only), 12 dark blue or black ball point pens, 2 red ink pens (A
MUSTNO LIGHT OR BRIGHT INK COLORS, PLEASE!), 24 #2 pencils, scissors,
12” ruler w/metric side, inexpensive earbuds w/mic and stylus, scientific calculator
(inexpensive).
5TH–8TH P.E.: clean gym shoes (NO STREET shoes allowed for P.E.), knit shorts (NO
cutoffs), tshirt, sweat socks, deodorant. (All choices for P.E. clothing should adhere to
handbook dress code.)
8TH GRADE FACS: 1 good pair of sewing shears, sewing pins with colored ball tops,
pin cushion.
5TH GRADE BAND: Parents–PLEASE WAIT UNTIL AFTER THE BAND
MEETING ON SEPTEMBER 21, 7:00 P.M.
5TH GRADE CHOIR: Folder that can stay in the classroom, pencil, concert uniform:
khaki pants and white shirt.
6TH GRADE BAND: Essential Elements 2000 book 2 (for your specific instrument)
6TH GRADE CHOIR: Folder that can stay in the classroom, pencil, concert uniform:
khaki pants and white shirt.
7TH/8TH GRADE BAND: Flip folder and lyre for your specific instrument, marching
band uniform: black pants, black socks, black shoes
7TH/8th GRADE CHOIR: Pencil, concert uniform: black pants and white shirt.

( Please label all items with child's name & replace items as needed throughout the
year.)

